
Quick Chat 16: Did you go to camp as a kid? 
 
In this episode, Kevin and Jack talk about going to camp as a kid. They share some stories and fun 
memories of things they did there. Share your answers to the discussion questions in our Whatsapp 
group chat! https://forms.gle/zKCS8y1t9jwv2KTn7 

Website link: https://atozEnglishpodcast.com/did-you-go-to-camp/ 

With listener mail from episode 6: https://atozEnglishpodcast.com/do-you-have-any-pets/ 

If you could take a minute and complete a short survey about the podcast, we would be very 
appreciative. You can find the survey here: https://forms.gle/HHNnnqU6U8W3DodK8 

We would love to hear your feedback and suggestions for future episodes. 

Intro/Outro Music by Eaters: https://freemusicarchive.org/music/ea...  
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Discussion Questions: 

1. Did you go to summer camp when you were young? 
2. What did you do at camp? 
3. Describe your favorite activity at camp. 
4. Describe your least favorite activity at camp? 

 

Full Transcript:  

Kevin: Welcome to an A to Z English quick chat we're gonna surprise each other with a topic for the day 

and then see where the conversation goes. Check our website for a study guide with vocabulary notes, 

discussion questions and more as well as links to our Whatsapp, Facebook pages and other social media 

where you can join in the conversation. Our topic for today, Jack, I just yesterday I, I finished teaching a 

kids camp of an English kids camp and it got me thinking about camps that I did when I was a kid and 

you must have done some camps in school or in summer vacation or winter vacation.  
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Jack: I did a lot of uh, I did summer camps when I was a kid, especially in elementary school. Yeah like a 

week or two weeks, something like that. 

Kevin: Oh two weeks. That's quite, that's quite a long one. I don't remember well I guess it depends on 

the camp. I can think of two that I did when I was young. One was a field trip camp. My school went to 

an island in California and that was probably pretty short, maybe three nights, three or four nights, yeah 

that's a pretty short one.  

Jack: Exactly. 

Kevin: Yeah, but then I did another. I did a basketball camp when I was in elementary school and that 

was probably longer. That was probably two or three weeks but that was not sleeping at the camp, you 

know, I'd go from my home to the school and play basketball and go home every day. 

Jack: Yeah, I did the same thing in elementary school and middle school. We had a uh, our high school 

basketball coach would run in a summer basketball camp, but yeah it was only… 

Kevin: You said you were a basketball player. 

Jack: Yeah, I played basketball in high school and in college, so um yeah, we would uh, we'd go learn the 

techniques and then play and then go home, eat dinner, sleep, and then go back again the next day. 

Basketball all day every day, yeah at that time, basketball all day every day was heaven for me you 

know. That's all we wanted to do. I mean, we, that's what we did when we couldn't get into the gym. 

We went to the park and we played basketball. I mean that's all we, that's all we wanted to do.  

Kevin: Yeah, and how, what did the coaches do to keep it fun for the kids all day. It's not just play 

basketball, it's not just go go go go go. Like they organized things. I'm sure they you have to organize 

things.  

Jack: It's more difficult, the younger, so for the younger kids, um, I think it's more, they can't do as much, 

so they, it's a lot of like technique and just dribble down, go between the cones, you know just zig zag 

and then come back and pass the ball to your friend and then that person runs a drill and they zig zag 

through the cones and then they come back and so it's just a lot of that kind of stuff, very simple games. 

But when we got older, um, the, all we wanted to do was to uh, I'll use a maybe a new word here for our 

listeners is scrimmage and scrimmage is a word that means to play a game. But it's not an official game. 

It's just a practice game so that's all we wanted to do was basically we do all the technique and the 

practice but what we really want to do is play basketball and play yeah yeah and so that would always 

come at the end of the day, so in the beginning, you do the annoying hard work stuff and then later as a 

reward, then you then you get to play, scrimmage, you get to or you get to scrimmage. You get to play 

games, okay yeah, with each other so that makes sense. 

Kevin: I mean the camp that I just did was an English camp of course and so they did the kind of similar 

things. We did the boring class in the morning for the kids you know. Let's learn English and let's listen 

to the story and blah blah blah but then the afternoon was the fun stuff with the teachers. It was go play 

a sport or make some pizzas or something you do. Some games, still English, for the kids to practice it's 

an English camp, but you know, do the boring stuff in the morning and have the fun stuff in in the 

afternoon before dinner. Did you ever go to any just like fun camps? 



Jack: I went to a couple summer camps that were just all about fun activities. There was no English. 

There was no basketball, um, you know. We could play basketball if we wanted to, but they weren't 

teaching us how to play basketball, and I remember going to one of those camps and that was really fun 

because we were yeah… 

Kevin: I want you to tell me a story from one because I can think of one like I said I went to an island in in 

California with my school when I was it was maybe fifth or sixth grade so like upper elementary school, I 

don't remember. This was a long time ago of course, but we went to this island with the class and that 

was just yeah, just a fun camp, and I remember, what do I remember, it was so long ago…I remember 

we went kayaking which was really cool because we were on an island, and then I remember also doing 

like a night hike like walking with all of your friends in the night time through the forest and that was 

really funny because it was kind of scary, and it was very dark, like some people had flashlights. But not 

everyone, and so I remember we were walking and we would hold hands of the person in front and 

behind you so that we wouldn't get lost of course because losing a kid in the forest in the dark is bad. 

Yeah, but we would um, when you're walking, you would have to be careful because there's many things 

in the forest to fall over, to trip over, yeah and so we would spend…we would send like a message back 

in the line saying like step up or step down or go right or things to tell the person behind you. Like 

what's about to happen, but because I was you know a little troublemaker kid sometimes I would just 

tell the person behind me, step up or step down, even though there was nothing, there's no rock or 

anything, and so they would almost fall over and then I would laugh and keep walking so that was their 

teamwork. Uh it was a teamwork exercise, but yeah.  

Jack You weren't being a very good teammate huh? 

Kevin: I was breaking the team. Um where did you go? What was your fun camp? 

Jack: My fun camp was called uh camp Shamineau, and there's a good Native American name because 

it's named after a lake, yeah.  

Kevin: Where was this?  

Jack: Um this is in northern Minnesota, so lots of forests and as I mentioned in one of our earlier 

podcasts uh Minnesota is famous for its number of lakes. It's called ‘the land of 10000 lakes’ right? 

There's a lot up there. There are so many lakes, and there's a lot of camps uh that are on you know kind 

of built on lakes so that you can go, yeah, you could go swimming, and I remember uh there was a there 

was a uh a challenge. It's called the I swam sham challenge and so okay uh the um… what do you… I'm 

blanking on the word right now, counselors, the camp counselors, camp counselors yeah. 

Kevin: Like, high school kids right? 

Jack: Yeah like high school kids or college kids and we were in elementary school and they would uh, 

they'd take you on one side of the lake and then they're in a boat and then you swim across the lake and 

if you make it all the way across the lake without getting into the boat or asking for help or anything, 

then you get a certificate that says I swam sham and uh so a few of us that were… 

Kevin: Did you make it? 

Jack: I made it absolutely. Yes, I was, I'm a strong swimmer. Uh not a, I'm not a particularly fast 

swimmer, but I very, I'm very familiar with the water, so and comfortable in the water, so for me it was 



you know, it was pretty easy, but I just remember feeling you know quite proud to have swam or swum 

across a lake that was pretty cool. So yeah, definitely, and it's something that especially when not all the 

kids can do it, when some of the kids are going up into the boat and you're like I did it, yeah, they 

managed to finish. They didn't make it or they're too afraid to try or something, so right, yeah it was 

kind of a point. It's a good feeling.  

Kevin: Yeah? Nice. That's very cool. Yeah, yeah, absolutely, yeah. These kids camps are really fun. 

Swimming across lakes actually reminds me a little bit off topic, one day, I really want to swim across the 

Han River here in Seoul.  

Jack: Oh really? Is that something that you can do? 

Kevin: There's actually, there actually, are people who've done it. I've looked it up before, but you have 

to choose like when to go because before the rainy season, before it gets crazy, yeah, and under some 

people say things like that quite dirty and stuff, so, but I think that would be really fun because I love 

being in the water as well yeah 

Jack:  And you're a strong swimmer. That's something that you do as a hobby.  

Kevin: Yeah, swimming is my exercise, so that's what I would love to get into.  

Jack: Yeah, um, there's you know, another uh aspect of that camp that I remember was uh the night 

games.  

Kevin: Like you did a night hike? 

Jack: We would play a game called capture the flag. You have two teams and one team has a flag and 

the other team has a flag and they hide it somewhere in the forest or on the campgrounds and then at 

night, you have to go and catch the other team's flag. And I remember uh how exciting and scary and 

fun that was because it kind of kind of feels like you're part of a battle or in kind of a war zone or 

something like that. So it's a very fun.  

Kevin: Uh night time that would be really cool to do. Yeah I remember one of our things, I don't 

remember how it works, but with our night hike, what we did, the reason we did it so dark was because 

then at the end, we turned off our lights. And you know, um, lifesavers candy? Lkke it's a little like just 

chewable candy. It's like shaped like a circle. Something that the camp counselors gave us was like mint 

flavored candies, mint flavored lifesavers and there was something in the mint flavored lifesavers that 

when you would bite into it, crunch down into it, if your mouth was open it would actually flash like a 

light.  

Jack: Yeah? 

Kevin:  And I don't remember how but I just remember this this this activity when I was a kid because all 

of us, all of our friends got in a big circle and they gave us each a candy and we would all just crunch 

down on this candy and all of our mouths were just going like  

Jack: So there's some kind of light or fluorescence like coming? 



Kevin: There's something in that candy at least there was maybe it was some crazy chemical that was 

okay in the 1990s and they took it out now but there was there was something in the candy that that 

made it light up and that was the really exciting part of the trip.  

Jack: Wow that's a fascinating…I did not expect you to tell that story. 

Kevin: So I yeah it's something I just remembered, candy, that just remembered.  

Jack: Yeah that's fascinating. 

Kevin: Other things those camps are always really fun because you do like science experiments or 

random things. Another thing actually I that I just remembered we opened up um what are they called 

owl drop not just owl droppings but like there's a specific word for it where when an owl you know 

would like eat a mouse or whatever and then they poop it out and it falls to the ground. It's not like 

normal bird poo where it's just you know like white splattering on your shirt. It's like a small, like it looks 

like a small piece of dirt but then you can open it up with some tools and inside it there's like a mouse 

skull and some other bones and things like that so you can see what the owl ate because when owls eat 

mice, they just basically gulp it whole down and then they digest it  

Jack: But they can't digest the bones. 

Kevin: So right so then the bones just getting pooped out. 

Jack: Wow that's yeah those are the things that I really enjoyed about uh you know being in elementary 

school and going to camps and doing science experiments and you know just uh and playing those 

games. I don't think I as an adult I don't think I've ever had as much fun and joy as I'd had when I was 

just a kid you know, and that's what camps do I think is that they just they really bring a lot of joy and 

happiness to children and I think it's something that you have to that you can you can't really hold on to 

as you get older and… 

Kevin: So yeah, and there's definitely a lot of memories that the kids make, especially if it's one where 

you're staying there for two, three, four nights or longer. And I think you know like a good place to wrap 

up for here when I was just finishing these camps with these kids. At the last day of camp, some of the 

kids are really emotional. I got kind of emotional. Like you've been spending you know a week just with 

these same group of kids all day and then these kids also are with me, the teacher, but more so with our 

camp counselors. And some of the kids were really sad to go home they were like I'm gonna miss you 

teacher and especially to those who like, I'm the teacher you know, so I'm happy, I'm having fun of 

course but the counselors, they're like teacher slash friend and so some of the kids were really sad to go 

home because they really made strong memories and some good friends and hopefully, they had a lot of 

fun at our camp and hopefully they'll come back. 

Jack: Yeah, when I went to camp Shamineau, I just, I'll this would be my last statement here, but I cried 

twice: I cried the first day because I was going to miss my parents and I was feeling homesick, and I cried 

on the last day of camp because I didn't want to leave. I didn't want to… 

Kevin: Yeah, that's so, that sounds like a pretty perfect camp experience where you're nervous to go but 

then you have so much fun that you don't want to leave, that you just want to stay there to last forever. 

Yeah, nice that's, great yeah, camps are fun and I would love to hear what kind of camps our listeners 



are doing out there in other parts of the world, you know, what are they learning? What are they doing? 

What kind of activities do you do in camps or what memories do you have?  

Jack: Yeah, tell us about those. 

Kevin:  for sure, yeah, it's a fun a fun thing to relive that that happy part of your life when you were a kid 

or it was just all fun and games. But nice! So, for today though to wrap up I know we've got some 

listener mail from a couple of our previous episodes so what have, we got for today, Jack, yeah so we 

have uh some discussion question answers from Anna Maria and Anna Maria is from Colombia and this 

one was about pets. And the question was, “Do you have a pet?” And Anna Maria says yes. She has a 

dog named Tomate which, help me out Kevin, is that uh tomato and… 

Kevin: I think that is. I think that is tomato. 

Jack: Yeah, okay, so her dog is Tomato.  

Kevin: That is a cute name for a dog. 

Jack: I agree. And the second question was, “Is uh is your dog a good watchdog?” And a watchdog is like 

a protector, and she says uh yes, he barks a lot when a stranger is close to my house and he's always 

alert with strangers, so she actually feels safer uh having Tomate you know in her life in uh in her 

apartment or in her house so I think that's uh that's pretty cool. So, we'll give a shout out to uh Anna 

Maria and Tomate. 

Kevin: Nice, and the pets episode, that was our Quick Chat number six for anyone else who wants to go 

back and check that one out, so yeah, pets are pets are great. Tomate I love I love the name yeah. 

Jack: I love different dog and pets. It's fun to hear the different names that people give their dogs 

around, especially in other parts of the world. It's really interesting.  

Kevin: Yeah yeah yeah, definitely some names here in Korea are like normal people names and some 

names are just totally random. 

Jack: If you name your dog Frank, uh it's not, it doesn't really uh you know doesn't capture that. 

Kevin: I don't know any Frank dogs. That's a bit funny, but anyway, that was a great one, so thanks Anna 

Maria and everybody, well thanks for tuning in. Please remember to leave us a review if you can on 

Apple Podcasts and a five-star rating. That would be, that would be super helpful and also you can check 

our Whatsapp group. It's linked on the webpage or down in the show notes where you can come and 

join us in the conversation, so we'll talk to you there have a good one all right. 

Jack: Bye bye! 


